Meanings, beliefs and attitudes of the neonatal unit staff in México about the parents' participation in a neonatal unit: A qualitative approach
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Abstract

Background and context: The two most important factors and determinants of morbidity and mortality of the newborn are prematurity and low birth weight, children are admitted in neonatal unit and require many specialized therapeutic interventions, thus, a medical and technical focus is predominating. The staff of neonatal unit has a challenge in provide support to parents´ participation in the care of their child. The study was performed in a public hospital offering second-level care in San Luis Potosí, México.

Purpose: To identify and analyze the meanings, beliefs and attitudes of the neonatal unit staff about the Mexican parents' participation in the care of hospitalized preterm neonates.

Design and Methods: A qualitative research study was conducted at a neonatal unit in México. Data collection consisted of semi-structured and recorded in-person interviews with staff who signed an informed consent. The analysis method used was content analysis in its thematic mode.

Results: The results summarize the most relevant information of the meanings, beliefs and attitudes of the health professionals- benefits, barriers, encouragement-, about the parents’ participation in a Mexican neonatal unit. Three themes emerged: The parental participation benefits the hospitalized premature infants; restriction and barriers for parents’ participation; encouragement of parents’ participation.

Conclusions: The staff considered parental participation to be important, and they therefore proposed certain changes to promote participation based on a system of teamwork and a transformation of the hospital rules, emphasizing the experiences of parents in the NU and supporting their emotional responses and feelings. The participants thought that they should be teaching about childcare. However, controversy was revealed among the practitioners regarding parental involvement with respect to gender, particularly the idea that the mother should be the main presence whereas the father should be a recipient of information, despite expressing a positive view of the father’s inclusion and his right to take care of his child.

Summary: The hospitalization of premature neonates produces separation from their families. Parental visit to NUs in México depends on factors such as human milk production, neonate clinical conditions and medical treatment. It also depends on the meanings, beliefs, attitudes of the health team concerning the parents’ participation. This study provides information on parental participation to promote unrestricted access to the neonatal unit.
Potential implications: The construction of a model of family participation based on a framework of parental participation in the NICU.
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1 Introduction

Preterm birth is a global perinatal health problem. In 2005, there were 12.9 million preterm births (9.6% of the total number of births), of which 0.9 million occurred in Latin America and the Caribbean [1]. Stephens and Vohr reported that the epidemiological profile of preterm birth has changed regarding the survival rate because even babies with the lowest birth weights survive at higher rates due to technology and available treatments. Rates of neonate survival were 55% for 501- to 750-g infants, 88% for 751- to 1000-g infants, 94% for 1001- to 1250-g infants, and 96% for 1251- to 1500-g infants born between 1997 and 2002 [1, 2].

In México, approximately 8 to 10% of children are born before 37 weeks of gestation. Of every 100 children who die annually before completing one year of life, between 40 and 60 are born before 32 weeks of gestational age and die before the age of 28 days of life. The two most important factors and determinants of morbidity and mortality of the newborn are prematurity and low birth weight [3]. Approximately 30 to 60% of neonatal deaths occur in children who weigh less than 1500 g, and between 60 and 80% of admissions to neonatal intensive care units (NICUs) are premature. Prematurity coupled with asphyxia, infectious disease, and breathing problems, are the main causes of mortality and admission to neonatal special care units. In 2011 in San Luis Potosí, there were 48,218 births, of which more than 50% occurred in hospitals, and 13% of these were preterm or had a low birth weight [3, 4].

Derived of this morbidity, preterm neonates admitted to the neonatal unit require many specialized therapeutic interventions of health personnel. Training nurses and physicians provide care to recovery the preterm neonates, therefore, their activities are focused in procedures in this care environment. In NUs still a medical and technical focus is predominating [5, 6]. In accordance with Wigert the staff of NU have a challenge in provide support to parents’ participation in the care of their child [7].

The parents’ participation in NUs could mean different things to staff. According with Boukydis, is a challenged for educational necessities of the parents, thus, some UNs provide supporting parents with supervision of nurses and physicians, while, in other NUs the health team feel that they have a lack of preparation and that does not have administrative recognition to support the participation of parents [8].

In accordance with Wigert, et al. [9], there is a need to develop a family-friendly environment that provides optimal conditions for parents to be with their child in a NICU. The parents and babies have the right to stay together during hospitalization, the parents have right to participate in the care of their hospitalized child, and develop their competence in caring for the child at home after discharge [10]. In this case, unrestricted parental inclusion in the NU should be implicated, for example, when the mother participates in maternal activities such as feeding and skin-to-skin contact result in an empowered mother and a close relationship within the mother-child dyad. Therefore, the hospitalized children and their parents will benefit from these changes because they may result in biological and psycho-social advantages due to the closeness and bonding between parents and children [5, 11].

Researchers discuss about the factors that intervene in the parents’ participation in the care of their child in a NUs. In case of the parents, researchers emphasize on the needs of information, to establish interaction with children and take part and the control of the care of their child. The attitudes and activities of healthcare professionals obstacle or provide facilities to parent participation. They emphasize on attitudes of nurses, the difficulties in communication enter parents and staff, the nurses and doctors cannot perceiving that their communication with parents have some problems, and in the integration of
the mothers’ and nurses’ tasks or lack on negotiations, the nurses do not want lose the control, which results in difficulties for involving parents in the care of their child [12-14].

Although initiatives have been developed to improve the quality of care, there is still a struggle for closeness between parents and infants during hospitalization. Although it has been shown that parents have the right to visit and participate in the care of their child hospitalized in the neonatal unit, in the vast majority of the NUs in San Luis Potosí, parents visit is restricted to an average of a couple of hours a day according to the rules of visiting of the hospital. The staff considers that the baby’s clinical condition, procedures of diagnosis and treatments and some characteristics of parents are criterion for allow the visit or not, and the guidance that parents receive with respect to child care is not based on a structured program and it is not provided in a systematic way [6, 15].

In accordance with the synthesized above, we analyze the meanings, beliefs and attitudes of personnel how factors that facilitate or difficult the parents’ participation in a neonatal unit of great importance and tradition for neonatal assistance in San Luis Potosí.

2 Methods

2.1 Design
We carried out a descriptive and qualitative study. This approach was chosen in the sense that knowing a phenomenon, involves research to describe and interpret from the emic perspective (in this study, the parents in an NU). In this sense, the parents’ participation in the neonatal unit from the perspective of health professionals in México, is unknown [16, 17].

The knowledge and results from studies concerning the participation of parents in the care of their hospitalized, premature infants was the reference framework. The categories in similar studies allowed focus on questions of the interviews to obtain the traits and relevance of the reality in this study and its significance for the interviewees [18].

The study setting. A NU of a public maternity hospital in the city of San Luis Potosí, México. This regional second-level care hospital tends the rural and urban low-income and middle class populations from San Luis Potosí State and other neighboring states. The mission of this hospital includes caregiving, teaching, and research. In the maternity hospital, there was an average of 270 births each month. In one year, the total hospitalized population in the NU was approximately 608 patients.

Newborns who are hospitalized in the NU are categorized based on the classification outlined by Jurado Garcia [19]. Approximately 60% of hospitalized preterm infants were low-weight and extremely low-weight. The five leading causes of hospitalization were as follows: Infected Newborn/Sepsis (13.8%), Respiratory Distress Syndrome (11.5%), Preterm Newborn (9.5%), Low APGAR or Neonatal Depression (2.6%), and Perinatal Asphyxia (2.5%). Demographic characteristics of the population the hospital cares for include young people with incomplete schooling, rural living, and lower social status [20].

2.2 Population
We consider practitioners as humans contextualized in the history and culture of being a provider of neonatal care in the neonatal unit. Therefore, the interviewed participants represent the context of a particular NU, however, with similar health care system to other NUs in San Luis Potosi. The participants in the study included 10 health team professionals who were conveniently recruited to represent four types of disciplines that provide assistance in the NU, to obtain the
variation in the sample to explore the unique or common manifestations according to our topic of interest, in order to observe the trends [16].

For this study, these professionals were named with the initial capital letter of their profession. The participants included three doctors (Doctor 1; D1...D3); five nurses (Nurse 1; N1...N5), a psychologist (Ps), and a technical-level social worker (SW) (see Table 1). The order of number does not imply the order of interviews but rather the shifts in the NICU. All of these professionals had been working in the hospital and in the NU for more than 10 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewees</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Specialty/degree</th>
<th>Shift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nurse Chief</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Morning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Morning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse (2)</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Evening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor Chief</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Neonatologist</td>
<td>Morning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Pediatrician, Master</td>
<td>Night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychologist</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Morning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social worker</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Technical-level</td>
<td>Morning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Ethics
The project was approved by the Ethics and Research Committee of the nursing faculty. The participants agreed to participate in the interview and signed the informed consent form.

2.4 Data collection
Data were collected from November 2008 to June 2009 through semi-structured interviews. The interviews were conducted to open, expand, and deepen communication [18]. Data were collected through semistructured interviews, which contained the interviewee’s identification data and were guided by the open main question: “Could you tell me what you think about the participation of the parents of premature children hospitalized in a neonatal unit?”, “How do parents participate in care of their premature child at this neonatal unit?”, “What do you suggest to favor parental participation at the neonatal unit?”. The interviews were conducted in the hospital, in an office to isolate them from environmental distractions. The interviews were conducted face-to-face; each participant had the opportunity to talk freely and to clarify their answers, the participants could illustrate them with examples. The interviews were conducted by the primary investigator of this study and the participants spoke in Spanish for an average of 45 minutes, and each interview was recorded in its entirety and was later transcribed verbatim for analysis.

2.5 Analysis
The method used was thematic analysis in its interpretive approach, according with Bardin, is transverse, through a scheme of categories projected on the content to discover similarities, tendencies, and differences. Consisted in three steps.

2.6 Pre-analysis
Performed by the primary investigator through of fluctuating reading, discovering the initial clues, and quality rules were applied, exhaustiveness and representativeness, that is, all the elements of communications were analyzed without excluding anything; the communications were concerned and adequate with the same subject and purpose of the study (uniformity and importance). Through of recognized categories in the literature related to the participation of parents in the
neonatal unit, similar and different trends in the text were searched, from which analysis codes were developed and organized with standardization or equivalence of the trims in communications [21].

2.7 Exploration of the material
The material was read and reread to classify and aggregate the data and thus to build theoretical and empirical categories, which were intended to go beyond the obvious meanings to discover the relationships between semantic structures and the meanings of the communication. A total of 20 mutually exclusive sub-themes were obtained.

2.8 Treatment and interpretation of the obtained information
All of the researchers discussed and debated each category carefully to validate it through comparison within the reference framework. Thus, three categories emerged grounded in the meanings (relevancies), beliefs concerning participation and attitudes towards participation [21].

3 Results
Neonatal assistance in Mexican neonatal units has in common the assistive technology for the biological recovery of prematurity. There are few NUs that consider family inclusion. There is a frame of reference to provide care to these families as it could be ‘Family-centered care’. For this reason, the interest of researchers focuses on recovering the actors’ perspective about the topic of interest.

The following themes of parents’ participation in the NU emerged from the staff’s perspective: 1) The parental participation benefits to hospitalized premature infants; 2) Restrictions on and barriers to parents’ participation; and 3) Encouraging parents’ participation.

3.1 The parental participation benefits to hospitalized preterm infants
It is important to note that participation in premature childcare could have an institutional philosophy framework, which barely exists in most of the hospitals in México. The professionals mentioned ideas of interaction and bonding related with participation. The health professionals believed that parental participation had benefits for interaction within in the mother-child dyad. In the view of the psychologist, participation develops attachment: ...the most important thing is to ensure the formation of the mother-child bond...Ps1. A pediatrician confirmed this idea by stating: ...the bonding is not formed when they are separate ...a child needs it much more when he is (in the NU) stressed and intubated ...D2. A pediatrician and nurse said they gave more importance to the mother’s participation based on her reproductive function:...the fathers’ participation is very important, but, obviously the mother’s one is more relevant, because she was the one who was pregnant ...D2. They gave importance her nutritional function and interactive function with her baby: ...preference to the premature or baby’ s mother is always given due to breastfeeding, but there is another aspect, it is given to promote maternal attachment ...N1

Participation is very important for the reduction of sequels and the duration of hospitalization; participation also aids in health recovery. This idea was conveyed by a pediatrician: ...it decreases the period of hospitalization, increases his recovery, and reduces the chances of complications and damage in this child ...D1. One nurse believed that the growth and development of children is aided when mothers stimulate their babies: ...coexisting with the baby helps his stimulation, growth, and development ...N4. And a nurse encounter the significance of mothers' participation through the Mother Kangaroo Care program: ...in several occasions, I gave them to the mother as mama Kangaroo... checking the temperature and the child's neurological status...he needs to be feeling his mother's heart, which is an affective and auditory stimulation ...N3
3.2 Restrictions and barriers for parents’ participation

From a medical perspective, the mother must undergo a process of adaptation to the environment of the NU, know the status of the child's health, and know when she can participate, as described by a doctor: *the mothers have no active participation, they can enter, watch him, talk to him, but they cannot touch him because that can destabilize him in his critical stage, they can only feed him and visit him*... as the baby evolves, she starts having a more active role in tactile stimulation, talking to him, and, obviously, being aware of the monitors is ... the mother must know the situation of her child, get familiar with the devices around, understand that there are moments in which she can actively participate and others in which she cannot ...

Participation is also limited by several institutional factors, which include institutional work schedules and routines: *entrance is limited in the morning, because it is the time for the doctor’s visit, taking x-rays, taking laboratory samples, then, the attachment is more favored during the afternoon*. The space in the NU is also a limiting factor for the parents to be included in the care: *the areas are very reduced, so a nurse and two mothers can saturate the space*. However, in some cases, participation is possible and beneficial despite the small space: *a baby, who weighed less than a kilogram, was never intubated or in prolonged treatment with parenteral liquids; she never suffered from an infection or something similar. Due to this, I think her participation was highly opportune since this is a very small area and it is more difficult to stay there* ...In the NICU, the lack of personnel limits the attention to the parents and their participation: *(to support parents) there are less nursing staff in the night shift, and the doctor on call is almost for all of the hospital* ...

Parents’ emotions and feelings are influenced by nurses allowing entry to the NU. The providers believe that permission to enter the NICU reduces maternal anxiety, and mothers argue less with nursing staff because they are informed and have contact with their child: *there are parents who talk to their children, they tell them something and you get (surprised), and so when I see parents who are really interested, I allow them to enter... if we permit mothers to enter to the NU to hold their babies, that helps them to reduce anxiety, because if they are anxious, then they argue with us, however, with the permission and the information about the evolution of their babies, the mothers calm down* ...

However, the staff considers that the conditions and characteristics of parents, such as low maternal education and poor initiative to participate in care, limit participation: *with some mothers, I have seen that, because of their level of education, they do not understand the instructions, although we repeat the information* ...most of the mothers participate because the staff pushes them...the mothers’ ideas are passive ...

Because of their age, teen mothers do not fully understand how to care for their child. Based on the requirement that someone must take responsibility for what happens to the child, another family member is often involved in the care of the hospitalized baby, even though it is not part of the institutional standard: *there are many births that are the products of teenagers who have no idea of what we are doing (treatment)...(if) the mother is under-age, in many cases, it is the grandmother who is given the opportunity to participate* ...

Living in a rural area is a barrier to participation because it favors maternal absence and abandonment, described to the social worker: *there are families who leave the patient, there are mothers who have their baby, then, they are gone to their farm, to their homes and may not see him for days and leave him here*. From the nursing perspective, parents from rural areas are not suitably prepared for contact with their child because of their poor hygiene, although they sometimes are given access to a bath: *there are families who come from the periphery, come from a rural area, then, in fact, for this reason we also restrict access of family members because when they arrive at the hospital, their conditions are not very (hygienic)...(therefore) sometimes, they have been supported with baths and accommodations*...
The staff emphasize that parental involvement is more important than any other factor in the event that the hospitalized child has a poor prognosis:...parents have the right to see him closely, to touch him, above all when the baby is seriously ill, and when they know that they have a poor prognosis ...N5. The staff has also perceived lack of interest on the parents’ side: ...half of that 10% (of parents who attend the NU) are those who are interested in participating, and others only bring maternal milk to the hospital ...D1. The father has low participation, especially during his working hours: ...the father has little participation, it is difficult in the morning, I think that his work is a (cause), and another one is the fact of being a man, which is something that would have to be modified because they also have the right to participate ...D3

Therefore, the staff believe that it is important that parents take their parental roles seriously, assume responsibility for the child, and be able to participate: ...to make parents) feel responsible for their son, because he is son of a couple... participation is important ...D2 ... We support and reinforce that the role of a mom can be welcome and well-accepted by them...Ps1

3.3 Encouraging parents’ participation

To achieve the goal of participation, interdisciplinary and joint work is required: ...real interdisciplinary work, in which we are speaking the same language or all of us are seeking the same goals and working in conjunction and communication very directly, constantly and continuously, that on the one hand, and on the other hand, to have better designed and more accessible spaces.... Ps1 ...to collaborate together...N3... I feel that there should be a wider area, so that parents could spend more time here...N5

In the view of staff, parents have difficulty understanding information and developing competence in childcare, so the staff believe that it is necessary to teach parents baby care while in the hospital: ...to teach parents) how to take care of their baby, so he may have better growth even when he is inside an incubator or in an open crib ...N2 ...to inform them) before birth. If there were complications at the time of delivery, to explain to them the risks and care of a premature infant, to make her (the mother) more of a participant ...D3

Among the guidance provided to mothers, nurses focus on childcare, mainly concerning issues of early stimulation and maternal care: ...the mother is taught that she can pat him, change the diaper, make the baby perform active and passive exercises, can give him a massage (watching) venoclysis, provide auditory stimulation, and bring a music box so the baby can listen to it to relax...N2

It is also considered important to provide guidance in promoting maternal home care skills: ... (when participating) mom is aware that the baby is fed every three hours, she must change his clothes, bathe him, take care of him, and watch for anything that arises... we (nurses) give them signs and symptoms depending on the baby’s health status at the time of discharge regarding home care...N5

Regarding the insufficient space in the NU, the staff proposed the modification of regulations and the redesign of the environment and space of the NU: ...It must) be an exclusive area for the neonate in growth and development or premature, in which their parents could enter and watch them, and also change the hospital rules relating to that ...N4

To promote participation, the practitioners emphasized the importance of empathy and understanding of the parents’ experiences in the NU: ...Where is the parents’ suffering? The child is seriously ill, then he needs a special device (that) also encourages fear in parents. (they ask) What will happen when the child returns home? (parents say) “I don’t have that device, he is going to die” ...Ps1 ...Parents are often anxious when they know their baby is a premature infant, when they are not seeing the evolution of their patient, which creates a conflict (for the health team) ...SW1. In addition to understanding the parents, the provision of some amenities so they can see the baby is also important: ...80% are from rural areas, and this implies difficulties for the mom to come... many times because of the decision to come and return (it
makes it difficult)... still, they are given food, and there are cases of ladies who are spending the night (here), not a high percentage, but we do have it...D1

4 Discussion

The study had the purpose to identify and analyze the meanings, beliefs and attitudes of neonatal unit staff about the Mexican parents' participation in care for hospitalized preterm neonates. In this sense, the parents’ participation in the care of hospitalized preterm infants means benefits for the dyad mother-child. Staff considers that there are restrictions and barriers; some of them concerning to the staff and others to the institution. However, the staff provides some facilities and thinks that several rules and styles of work should change to favor participation.

Among the benefits of participation, for the health team the maternal participation is relevant, especially in breastfeeding functions – which provides nutritional benefit – In addition, the staff emphasized the promotion of the child’s evolution and neurodevelopment, the establishment of bonding and attachment within the dyad, and reducing the days of hospitalization. This point of view is in accordance with another qualitative study in San Luis Potosí [6].

They also emphasized the father’s right to participate in the care of his child although they consider that the father is less participative than the mother, and the father has low participation especially during his work hours. Findings in a qualitative study showed that the hospital system does not allow the fathers to have access to the NU because they consider them as a vehicle of infections [20]. In developed countries, studies have shown that there is a gender difference with respect to participation [22]. The findings of a quantitative study of visits and parental participation at a tertiary-level NU in the UK emphasized that the mother stays longer and is more thoroughly engaged in caring for the child, including feeding, interaction, and hygiene, compared to the father. Conversely, another study supported the psychoanalytic perspective, stating that the father already shows his emotional face, is more present, and identifies with the contemporary demands of the family [23]. This reconstruction makes us think, that for some physicians and nurses, the inclusion of the father in the care of the premature neonate in the NU is relevant, pointing towards a possibility of expansion of care in the institution.

The themes that emerged regarding participation restrictions and barriers, including those related to the staff and institution (schedules, rules, space). The health personnel consider whether the parents touched their child, it could produce clinical destabilization. Similar meanings were found in a qualitative study in México [6]. However, the visit can be allowed in the case that the baby has a bad prognosis and when the nurse perceives the parents are really interested in their child, since the staff has also perceived lack of interest on the parents’ side.

The health team emphasized the obstacles for the visit produced by institutional work schedules and routines, for example the round of doctors, taking laboratory samples and x-rays, all of them occurring in the morning shift, thus, they think that the attachment could be favored during the evening shift; however, in general, nurses mentioned there is a lack of personnel and this limits the attention to the parents as well. In Swedish NUs occur that participation also fluctuates according to the vision of the staff and to the medical-technological and environmental care routines [7]. It has been mentioned by nursing in a qualitative study, stating that the parents interfere in the work dynamics [6]. In addition, in the perspective of health professionals, the space in the NU is also a limiting factor. In contrast, the staff proposes the modification of regulations and the redesign of the environment and space, including the provision of some amenities. In this sense, there are current initiatives such as the architectural redesign of the neonatal unit, to provide better care and support to parents due to the increasing awareness of philosophies, including family-centered care and a family-friendly environment, which reflects in several countries a change in attitude with respect to the neonatal care unit [24].

The parents' participation means to the staff to cope with the parent's emotions, thus, the mothers can be anxious and argue with nurses demanding information about their babies. Staff must also consider the parents’ feelings, including the therapeutic aspects of mourning management. Parents’ experiences in the NU involve suffering and hope when coping
with the hospitalization of their child, along with satisfying the child’s and their own emotional needs, as shown in qualitative studies from México, China and Australia [20, 25, 26].

Additionally, this study highlights the reductions in maternal anxiety and conflicts with the nursing staff when the mother receives information or can be in contact with her child. In accordance, Sousa, recommended effective communication between parents and the health team [27]. Wigert found that parents felt better when they found a family-friendly NICU environment, and they also expressed feelings of happiness and satisfaction when the staff welcomed them [9]. In a study conducted in Sweden, an oncology service had a work routine that systematized working with parents and found that they were less stressed compared to other pediatric wards in which there was no such systematization. When working with parents is systematized, it can reduce the stress on the health professionals, and, therefore, the conflicts between parents and staff [28].

The health professionals highlighted a barrier when the mother is an adolescent, because it is associated with difficulties to learn about the care of her child. The staff emphasized these mothers have poor understanding of care guidelines. On the other hand, a study reveals the point of view of adolescent mothers who mentioned that the first information received about their child was given by nurses, then by doctors who spoke with complicated language and produced reluctance to speak with health professionals to ask or clarify information. The emotions and elements of communication can be factors that diminish cognitive abilities of parents. At the same time, the interviewees mentioned that they prefer to talk with the adolescents’ mothers to guarantee that an adult understands the guidelines. In this sense, Boss et al. mentioned that their experience is to establish communication with an adult in the family as well [29].

In the perspective of a social worker, living in a rural area is a barrier because the parents live far away or do not have money to travel and visit their hospitalized child; situation highlighted in the perspective of parents in the qualitative study [21], and meaning parents negligence to the social worker. From the nursing perspective, parents from rural areas are not suitably prepared for the contact with their child because of their poor hygiene, which similarly happens in another NU [6].

The vulnerable population, generally with poor education and rural origin, has little initiative to participate, this in a perspective of health team. Indigenous and European cultural mixture from the conquest is still present in México. In this mixture submissiveness prevails. Thus, in regards to the poor initiative for parents’ participation, this inclination may be linked to factors other than socio-demographic and economic characteristics, and because the parents assume they are below the medical hierarchy [20, 30]. Similarly in a 100-family study, the caregivers represented one-third of all family caregivers of hospitalized children in another developing country, and most of them had a low level of education and poor socio-economic conditions [31]. Parents stated that they were subordinated to the authority represented by the staff. The time in the hospital is difficult to both cope with and understand. However, the choice to allow entry of parents and their participation in care could be a matter of control and exercising power, as the professional authority is recognized and accepted by parents for their capacity and organizational power to solve their problems. The power in professional–patient/parent relationships has been well documented [32]. The parents might not see their participation as a right but might instead be submissive to authority [33].

Despite these constraints, it is important for the health care team to encourage the parents to learn about care, especially the care required at home after discharge, nevertheless, this assistance even though it is not yet systematized [6]. Education is also a necessity for parents in the NU, because the parents feel excluded and they perceive they do not have competences in caring for their child [20]. We believe that the presence of parents is very important for the development and learning of their parental role behavior and to foster their attachment to their child. From the perspective of Gardner, the staff would teach and work closely with the parents to achieve care competency; therefore, they would be accompanied by the team and by other parents [34]. In addition, Merighi stated that nurses need to have interpersonal competency to care for a baby.
and his family. In fact, NUs have attempted to expand parental roles by adopting unrestricted visitation rights and encouraging parental participation in care, based on the benefits of affectionate handling for the most fragile babies.

5 Conclusions

The staff interviewed in this study considered parental participation important, and they proposed some changes to promote participation based on a system of teamwork and the transformation of hospital rules. From a psychological perspective, the health care professionals proposed emphasizing the experiences of parents in the NU and supporting their derived emotions and feelings.

Regarding parental education, the participants thought that they should be teaching about childcare. However, contradictions among the practitioners were revealed regarding parental involvement mediated by gender, particularly the idea that the mother is the main presence and the father is the recipient of information, despite expressing the importance of the father’s inclusion and his right to take care of his child. This contradiction leads us to consider the possibility of ideological changes concerning the father’s role, as these transformations have already started at the social level in the new family organization.

The weight of the lack of participation might not be due only to the profile of the population assisted. We must also consider that practitioners did not mention support initiatives or strategies to achieve the inclusion of parents. In addition, we consider that these strategies must be built by the subjects involved in care, the managers, the staff, and the families who receive such care (the babies and their parents).

The concept of participation in Latin American culture should be analyzed. The participation of parents with hospitalized children in México has different connotations than those published in research in developed countries. In our study, there is still a lack of analysis concerning other factors affecting participation. These factors should be investigated to develop more and better strategies to promote parental participation in hospitals in México.

How might this information affect nursing practice? Premature neonates are a vulnerable population; biotechnological advances allow them to survive from very early gestational ages, and their prolonged hospitalizations require separations from their families. This situation has given rise to the application of programs that promote parental participation in the neonatal unit (NU) and thereby benefit the clinical evolution and development of preterm infants, their bonding and attachment, and the competence of the parents at providing infant care, leading also to a reduction in the days of hospitalization. Parental visits to NUs in México should not depend on the following factors: human milk production, neonate clinical conditions, and medical treatment. We recommend designing an institutional program with a philosophy and framework that is focused on family-centered care and considers the perspective of all participants (parents, nurses, and doctors) to promote parents’ integral participation in the care of hospitalized preterm infants in the NU who require an increase in their quality of life.
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